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Tender with care: 
The importance of 
bid compliance 

T
eaderin.g is often a complex and 
hurrisd 0.rotess, and sometimes 

mistakes are rriade, In the recent 

case ol True Cnn.srrnirronn Ltd. v.s_ 

Kamloops (City) . the British Columbia 
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeal 
considered a number of issues relating 
to tendering  arid  the  need to comply  with 

the rules set out in a  call for tenders. In 

oath instances, the  Courts emphasized the 

importance of bid compliance. 

True Construction Ltd. vs, Kamloops 

(City) involved the construction of  a fire hall 

for the  City of Kamloops. The City's tender 

instructions required  the submission 01 
certain hid documents, including a bid form 

and five appendices f"A"-"E"5 by way of 

sealed envelope. Bidders were permitted to 
revise the proposed contract price prior to 
the tender  deadline by faxing in a specified 

form [appendix -F"]. 

Thn  tender documents also included a 

"discretion clause", which permitted the 
City to accept bids that did not conform 

strictly to the requirements,  so long  as 
the irregularities. were minor or technical 

and did not give the bidder a competitive 

advantage. However, where a hid failed to 

conform to the  instructions to bidders, the 
clause gave the City discretion to disqualify 

that hid. 

True Construction suomitted a sealed 

hid to the City the day before kidding 

closed. However,  one  01 the required appen-

dices (appendix " A" ) was incomplete and 

another (appendix "B") was not included. 
The following day, True Construction sent 

a lax including completed appendices "A"  

and "13", all under cover of appendix  "P". 

After reviewing the bid documents, the City 

determined that True Construction's bid was 

non-compliant and awarded the contract to 
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another td.ritrat tor. 
True  Cdnstruttion imbated nun 

prOceedings, arglieno. that  45  bid was 

compliant because, in its view, the tender 
instructions did not require all appendices 
to be included in a sealed envelope and, 
in the alternative,  that the alleged hOrli-

CQMplialne was immaterial and shnuld be 

overlooked. 

Canadian courts have  repeatedly 

indicated that bids, which simply.omit 

inconsequential details  or are submitted in 
a different  lomat than requested are ph el,  

all9  capable of acceptance [so lone as the  

tender contains all relevant information)_ 

However, bids that fail to include requested 

material information cannot he accepted 

unless there is a "discretion clause" 
contained  within the bid  docUmehtar  in 

which case  the measure for j hid's valid-

ity is "substantial compliance." In such 

instances, courts consider  whether the bid 
failed to address an important requirement, 
and it so, whether there is a substantial 
likelihood that the defect would have 

been significant or material to the ow ner's 

derision-making prricess, 

Here, the Court found that True 
Construction's bid did not strictly comply 
with the tender requirements.. While 
appendix "F"  could be used to  alter the 

bid's contract price, it could not  ha used to 
corn olete a old and provide information  that 

should have been included  in the sealed 
envelope. By submitting follow-up docu• 

ments by fax, the Court found that True 
Construction ignored the  required sealed 

hid formatr  making True Construction's hid 

not strictly compliant. 

filevarthelen, because the tender docu-

ments contained a  -discretion clause", 

the key issue was not strict compliance  

but whether there had beefs substantial 
cornpliaribe. 140WeIritr,  even fader that 

trarnework, Iha Court was unable  to Find 

in  'favour of True Construction. The Court 

found that True  Construction gained  a 
competitive advantage because it was able 
to negotiate with suocontractors while other 
bidders could not. This irregularity went 

beyond a minor or technical nature  arid, 

in  the circumstances, the Court  found that 

True Construction's bid was incapable of 

acceptance. True Construction's subsequent 

submission subverted the tendering process 

and provided an unfair advantage to True 

Construction_ 

True  construction disagreed with this 

outcome  and appealed the case to the 

Court of Appeal, arguing  that, even if the 
completed appendices were absent, its 
original hid was capable of acceptance. ance. 

The Court of  Appeal dismissed the appeal 

and upheld the City's derision to  award the 

work to another (compliant) bidder, 

The decision in  True Construction Ltd. 

vs. Kamloops (CIO)  high  lights the importance 

oi adhering strictly to oidding requirements_ 

While courts  may overlook trivial errors, it is 

unlikely that non-compliant bids resulting in 

any perceived competitive advantage will  be 

considered caoahle of acceptance. Contrac-

tors need to take great care in preparing bids 

and closely follow tendering rules to minimi2e 

risk. contractors should review the tendering 

process., the required elements of a hid, and 

tender with care.  ❑ 
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